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Taxes 2007 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006
Tax season doesn’t just have to be about paying Uncle Sam his due. Sure, giving up your hard-earned dollars hurts, but you can turn lemons into lemonade by turning knowledge into immediate and long-term tax savings. What’s more, wising up about your tax situation can only increase your financial savvy and bolster your future...
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TCP/IP Primer PlusSams Publishing, 2001
There's no shortage of books about the protocols that enable the Internet to work, and TCP/IP Primer Plus faces a tall order as it attempts to distinguish itself from its competitors. It succeeds in doing so thanks to the degree of detail with which it treats the TCP/IP standards. Every last bit--that's bit as in binary...
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Essential Stock Picking Strategies: What Works on Wall StreetJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
PRAISE FOR ESSENTIAL STOCK PICKING STRATEGIES
"This book lays the foundation for understanding the value of long-term investing and the importance of knowing who is managing your money and what they are doing with it." 
      –Mike Cacace, Senior Editor, Fortune magazine      

Essential Stock Picking Strategies does...
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Physicists on Wall Street and Other Essays on Science and SocietySpringer, 2008

	Over the years, Jeremy Bernstein has been in contact with many of the world’s most renowned physicists and other scientists, many of whom were involved in politics, literature, and language. In this diverse collection of essays, he reflects on their work, their personal relationships, their motives, and their contributions. Even for...
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The Nordstrom Way to Customer Service Excellence: A Handbook For Implementing Great Service in Your OrganizationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
The Nordstrom Way to Customer Service Excellence describes how Nordstrom earned its legendary reputation—and reveals the principles behind its phenomenal customer service. If you want to be the Nordstrom of your industry, this is your guidebook. It will help any company put in place Nordstrom-style systems, motivational tools, and a...
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Frommer's England 2009 (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2008
America’s #1 bestselling travel series
    Written by more than 175 outspoken travelers around the globe, Frommer’s Complete Guides help travelers experience places the way locals do.    

    • More annually updated guides than any other series    

    • 16-page color section and foldout...
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The Photoshop Book for Digital PhotographersNew Riders Publishing, 2003
Some people make their living with a camera, and for these people the maturation of digital photo technology means a significant shift in their trade. The Photoshop Book for Digital Photographers is for people who are already adept with a camera, and pretty much up to speed on the peculiarities of digital photography, too. The book teaches...
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Ancient China and its Enemies: The Rise of Nomadic Power in East Asian HistoryCambridge University Press, 2002


	In the time of Duke Huan of Ch’i [the position of] the son of Heaven had

	become humble and weak, while the feudal lords used their energies in attacking

	[one another]. The Southern Yi and Northern Ti engaged the Central

	States in battle, and the continued existence of the Central States seemed [to

	hang by] a thin thread...
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The New Workplace: A Guide to the Human Impact of Modern Working PracticesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
We are all increasingly familiar with modern business terms such as total quality management, just-in-time production, e-business, lean manufacturing and teleworking. But what really lies behind these terms and what effect do these and other new practices have on productivity and performance and, crucially, what is their social and psychological...
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Operational Risk with Excel and VBA: Applied Statistical Methods for Risk Management (Wiley Finance)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
Praise For Operational Risk with Excel and VBA    

"Dr. Nigel Da Costa Lewis has produced the most exciting volume ever on operational risk modeling. It is a must for students, practitioners, risk managers, and senior executives. . . I feel this work is the first step in revolutionizing the discipline. Other books in this field tell...
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Mobile Robot Navigation with Intelligent Infrared Image InterpretationSpringer, 2009
Mobile robots require the ability to make decisions such as "go through the hedges" or "go around the brick wall." Mobile Robot Navigation with Intelligent Infrared Image Interpretation describes in detail an alternative to GPS navigation: a physics-based adaptive Bayesian pattern classification model that uses a...
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The Customer Trap: How to Avoid the Biggest Mistake in BusinessApress, 2015

	American business is dysfunctional. Companies of all sizes follow the mistaken belief that their products and services are best sold through organizations with pervasive market reach. Far too many business leaders fail to realize - until it is too late - that the relentless pursuit of volume at all cost is not the key to long-term profits and...
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